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Understanding the phase behavior and microscopic diffusion mechanism of cationic vesicles is crucial for
controlled-release kinetics in gene/DNA transfection. Here, we report our findings on the structure, phase
behavior, and microscopic dynamics of a vesicle based on a cationic double-chained surfactant, dihexade-
cyldimethylammonium bromide (DHDAB), which is a promising candidate for a nonviral gene/DNA carrier.
Small-angle neutron-scattering measurements reveal that DHDAB aggregates are in the form of unilamellar
vesicles. Calorimetric studies show a strong thermal hysteresis in the heating and cooling cycles following
different pathways. Two first-order transitions are observed at 303 and 318 K in the heating cycle. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy reveals that the first transition (at 303 K) is associated with a polymorphic (solid-
solid) transition from coagel to an intermediate crystalline (IC) phase, and subsequently the second transition
(at 318 K) is an order-disorder transition from IC to the fluid phase. Interestingly, it is found that in the cooling
cycle, the fluid phase directly transforms back into the coagel phase without passing through the IC phase.
This is also confirmed by an elastic fixed window scan (EFWS) using incoherent neutron scattering. The phase
behavior of DHDAB is in strong contrast to that of its longer-chain counterpart, dioctadecyldimethylammonium
bromide (DODAB), where the intermediate gel phase was observed during the cooling cycle. Moreover, no
polymorphic transition was observed in the heating cycle of DODAB, in which the coagel phase directly
converts to the fluid phase. These sharply contrasting phase behaviors for DHDAB and DODAB suggest the
strong dependence of membrane phase behavior to the alkyl chain length. EFWS measurements reveal that
the phase transitions observed in the DHDAB membrane are associated with strong changes in the DHDAB
dynamics. The changes in conformational entropy of DHDAB molecules estimated from EFWS confirm that the
coagel-fluid and IC-fluid phase transitions are accompanied by strong changes in the conformations of the alkyl
chains. The microscopic dynamics of DHDAB molecules in each of these phases is investigated by employing
quasielastic neutron-scattering (QENS). In the ordered phases (coagel and IC), only localized internal dynamics
of the DHDAB is observed in the QENS spectra. However, in the fluid phase, the presence of a long-range lateral
diffusion is detected in addition to the localized internal dynamics of the alkyl chain. The lateral motion is found
to follow Fickian diffusion. The internal dynamics of DHDAB depends on the phase state of the bilayer. In the
ordered phase, the internal dynamics is described by a fractional uniaxial rotational diffusion model. However,
in the fluid phase, where alkyl tails are disordered with significant gauche defects, the internal dynamics is
described using localized translation within confined spheres. This study highlights the rich phase behavior of
the DHDAB membrane and the surfactant dynamics across these phases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.6.075602

I. INTRODUCTION

Gene therapy has become one of the most prominent ap-
proaches to the treatment of hereditary diseases [1–4]. The
transfer of a gene/DNA to the nucleus of a target cell is
challenging as it requires vector/DNA complexes to cross
a number of barriers [4]. The vector needs to release the
DNA inside the cell, which must pass the nuclear mem-
brane before transgene expression, as well as to protect the
plasmid from extracellular environments [5]. Nonviral vec-
tors [4,6–8] are emerging as favorable alternatives to viral
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vectors for DNA transfection, which suffer from problems
such as immunogenicity, toxicity, and practical issues in
large production and quality control. Due to the ease of
synthesis and tailoring, cationic surfactants are currently the
most widely employed constituents of nonviral gene carriers
[7,9,10]. Despite synthesis of a large number of double-
chained cationic surfactants, the correlation between the
cationic amphiphilic chemistry and transfection efficacy has
not yet been established due to the complexity of the path-
ways of transfection. Hence, the optimization of the molecular
structure of the cationic surfactant is still largely empirical.
However, it has been shown that transfection activity depends
in a systematic way on the surfactant hydrocarbon chain
structure [11].
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Surfactant molecules are amphiphilic in character and
self-assemble in aqueous medium to form different types
of structures (e.g., micelles, vesicles, etc.) under favorable
conditions. These vesicle bilayer structures offer unique op-
portunities to mimic complex cell membranes and to develop
nonviral gene carriers. Vesicle bilayers show rich phase be-
havior with amphiphilic molecules arranged in the different
phases such as crystalline, gel, fluid, depending on parameters
such as temperature, hydration, pH, molecular architecture,
and concentration [12]. The crystalline phase (e.g., coagel,
subgel) has the highest order among the lamellar phases,
whereas the fluid phase is highly disordered and has a large
area per surfactant. The physics of the rich phase behavior
and the associated transitions are thus scientifically interesting
and of high biological relevance. Various experimental meth-
ods such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [13,14],
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [15–17],
diffraction [18,19] and neutron elastic intensity scans [13,20–
22] have been widely employed to investigate the phase be-
havior of the model membrane systems. These methods are
highly complementary to each other and provide microscopic
insights on the phase behavior. DSC measures changes in the
enthalpy of the system during the phase transition; IR-active
bands originating from the fundamental vibrations involving
CH2 group (i.e., C-H stretching, CH2 scissoring modes, etc.)
which strongly depend on the trans-gauche ratio, are ideal for
identifying the main phase transition of the membranes. This
is possible as the main phase transition is associated with alkyl
tails which essentially transform themselves from all trans
state to a disordered state with significant gauche defects
(i.e., conformational disorder). Hence, FTIR measurements
provide information on the structure of surfactant molecules
during the phase transition that can be used to supplement
the DSC results. Neutron elastic intensity scans provide in-
formation about whether phase transitions are accompanied
with sharp changes in the membrane dynamics. Hence, by
combining these methods one can get microscopic insights on
the phase behavior in the model membrane systems.

Dialkyldimethylammonium bromides, (CnH2n+1)2(CH3)2
N+Br−, are a family of double-chain cationic surfactants with
a positively charged dimethylammonium head group and
varying chain lengths (n = 12, 14, 16, 18) [23,24], and are
promising candidates for nonviral gene carriers. They have
also been found as useful surfactant-based model membrane
systems which mimic biological processes like endocytosis
[25,26]. In aqueous solution, these surfactants show a rich
phase behavior that strongly depends on the alkyl chain
length. The transition temperature varies nonlinearly with
increasing chain length [23]. In the series of these surfactants,
dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DODAB; n = 18)
has been the most widely studied, owing to its widespread
applications [13,20,27–31]. At low temperatures, DODAB
bilayers can be in coagel or gel phases depending on the
concentration [13,20,29,31,32]. In both phases, the alkyl
chains are ordered and in an almost all trans configuration,
with differences in head group area, packing density,
hydration, and dynamics. As the temperature increases,
they undergo the main phase transition and form the fluid
phase, in which surfactant molecules are highly disordered
with the significant gauche defects in the alkyl chains. Its

FIG. 1. Molecular structures of DHDAB and DODAB which
have same positively charged quaternary ammonium head group but
differ in the alkyl chain lengths. DHDAB has two alkyl chains, each
with 16 carbon atoms whereas DODAB has two alkyl chains, each
with 18 carbon atoms.

closest neighbor dihexadecyldimethylammonium bromide
(DHDAB; n = 16), despite showing promising applicability,
has been studied very scarcely. The molecular structure of
both surfactants is shown in Fig. 1. At a lower concentration
(∼2 mM) and low temperature, DHDAB forms a bilayer
structure in gel phase [24]. With increasing temperature,
DHDAB bilayer goes to a liquid crystalline phase via a
main phase transition at 301 K [24]. At a concentration of 5
mM, DHDAB bilayer goes through an additional transition
at 315 K, which is called post-transition and corresponds
to morphological changes in the liposome [23]. At 303 K,
DHDAB aggregates form polydisperse spherical vesicles and
are found to be in single phase in the concentration range of
1.5 to 80 mM [33]. However, above 80 mM, vesicles coexist
with an additional lamellar phase. Addition of different
additives is found to alter the structure and phase behavior of
the DHDAB membrane [34–41]. Though the structure of the
DHDAB bilayer in the absence and presence of additives has
been studied in detail, there is not much information available
on the dynamics of cationic DHDAB membrane. The
dynamical behavior of the surfactants plays an important role
in controlling the various physiological processes and release
kinetics of the DNA encapsulated in the nonviral carriers.

The dynamics of a membrane is fairly complex, encom-
passing multiple relaxation processes at the local and global
scales. It covers a wide range of timescales from a few
femtoseconds (molecular vibration) to minutes (flip-flop).
The dynamics of a membrane determines the viscoelastic
properties of the bilayer which play a vital role in the re-
lease kinetic of DNA/gene transfection. Membrane dynamics
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can be studied using various experimental methods includ-
ing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [42,43], fluorescence
spectroscopy [28,44], electron paramagnetic resonance [45],
quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) [46–53], and compu-
tational methods like molecular dynamics simulation [54,55].
In this work, we choose QENS as it is ideal to study membrane
dynamics in the timescale of subpicoseconds to nanoseconds
and in the length scale of few angstroms. This technique has
been widely employed to investigate dynamical landscape
in membranes [13,20–22,27–29,31,46–50,56]. All important
information pertaining to timescale, geometry, and potential
energy of the dynamics can be obtained using QENS tech-
nique.

Bilayer membrane phase transitions are typically accom-
panied by sharp changes in the membrane dynamics. This
has been characterized by a recent study based on the flexible
strings model [57] used to explore the phase transitions in the
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid membranes; a
sharp increase in lateral diffusivity across the main bilayer
phase transition is the result of the combined effect of a
change in entropic repulsive forces and area per lipid. This
model can be extended to the surfactant-based membranes
investigated in this study, taking into account differences in
intermolecular interactions. Unlike DPPC, these surfactants
have a much smaller and strongly polar cationic head group.
This leads to a very asymmetric interaction potential along
the bilayer normal, where there is a strong electrostatic re-
pulsion between the head groups and a relatively weak van
der Waals interaction in the tail region. This fundamental
difference in the molecular interaction between DPPC and
DHDAB/DODAB surfactant manifests in the starkly different
phase behavior observed. The surfactant membranes exhibit
exotic phase behavior which depends on thermal history [13],
which has been rationalized through a nonsynchronous order-
ing in the case of DODAB membranes.

Here, we report a detailed study of structural, dynamical,
and phase behaviors of the DHDAB bilayer as studied using
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS), DSC, FTIR, elastic incoherent neutron scattering
[known as elastic fixed window scan (EFWS)], and QENS.
Observed results are compared with the DODAB bilayer
which has the same head group but a longer alkyl chain.
Comparison of these two bilayer systems provides a com-
prehensive understanding of dynamical and phase behavior of
these cationic surfactants.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials and sample preparation

DHDAB, powder (>97%) and DODAB, powder (>98%)
were procured from Tokyo Chemical Industries Co. Ltd. D2O
(99.9%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; 70 mM DHDAB
and DODAB vesicles were prepared by mixing appropriate
amounts of surfactant in D2O. The obtained mixture was kept
under magnetic stirring for ∼1 h at 340 K. A concentration
of 70 mM was chosen to compare results with the earlier
study on DODAB with the same concentration [13]. For all
the measurements including DLS, DSC, and FTIR, samples
were prepared in D2O.

B. DLS measurements

To characterize the size distribution of the aggregates, DLS
measurements were carried out using a Malvern Zetasizer
Nano ZS (He−Ne laser wavelength, λ = 633 nm at 30 mW
laser power, at a backscattering setup angle of θ = 173◦).
Samples for DLS were diluted to 1% of the 70 mM DHDAB
and were filled in disposable sizing cuvettes. DLS measure-
ments were carried out at three temperatures, namely 300,
315, and 330 K. Samples were thermally equilibrated for 5
min before each measurement.

C. SANS measurements

To investigate the structure of the aggregates, SANS mea-
surements were performed on 70 mM DHDAB at 300, 315,
and 330 K using the SANS diffractometer at Guide Tube Lab-
oratory, Dhruva Reactor, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Mumbai, India [58]. A monochromatic beam of neutrons was
made incident on the samples and scattered neutrons were col-
lected using one-dimensional He3 position-sensitive detector
in a wave-vector transfer Q(= 4πsinθ/λ, where λ = 5.2 Å is
the wavelength of the incident neutrons and 2θ is the scat-
tering angle) range about 0.01–0.3 Å–1. Data were corrected
for background, empty cell, and solvent contributions and
normalized to absolute units of cross section using standard
protocols.

D. DSC measurements

DSC thermograms were recorded on 70 mM DHDAB from
280 to 335 K using DSC 1 start system by Metter Toledo
Instrument. The scan rate of the measurement was kept 5
K/min. To investigate hysteresis and reversibility of the tran-
sitions, measurements were carried out in heating as well as
in cooling cycles.

E. FTIR measurements

Infrared spectroscopic studies were carried out on 70
mM DHDAB using Bruker IFS125 HR Fourier transform
spectrometer employing liquid-nitrogen cooled HgCdTe de-
tector, KBr beamsplitter, and globar source. For in situ
variable-temperature conditions, a heatable sample stage with
a temperature resolution of 1 K was mounted on the sample
stage of the spectrometer. The sample chamber for the liquid
specimens was constructed using two IR transparent CaF2

windows, with a path length of ∼60 μm. The data were
measured in transmission mode in the 900–4000 cm–1 spec-
tral range at various temperatures from room temperature to
324 K. A total of 120 scans were co-added in all the mea-
surements. For background correction, the data were recorded
using an empty sample chamber with zero path length. The
spectra were fitted using a Gaussian line shape.

F. EFWS and QENS measurements

EFWS and QENS measurements were carried out on 70
mM DHDAB vesicles using the high-resolution backscatter-
ing spectrometer, IRIS, at the ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon
Source (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK) [59]. The spec-
trometer was used with its pyrolytic graphite (002) analyzer
which offers an energy resolution of ∼17.5 μeV. Experiments
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were carried out in the energy-offset mode which provides
an energy transfer range of −0.3 to +1.0 meV. The avail-
able wave-vector transfer (Q) range in this configuration was
0.6–1.8 Å–1. EFWS measurements for DHDAB were carried
out in the temperature range of 285–333 K in both heating
and cooling cycles. EFWS measurements showed a large
hysteresis in the phase behavior of the membrane. For direct
comparison, EFWS measurements were also performed on 70
mM DODAB using the identical configuration of the spec-
trometer. QENS experiments were carried out on DHDAB
vesicles on selected temperatures as determined by the EFWS
measurements, namely 300, 315, and 330 K in the heating
cycle, and 315 and 300 K, in the cooling cycle. To estimate
the solvent contribution, QENS experiments were also carried
out on pure D2O at the same temperatures. Annular aluminum
sample cells with an internal spacing of 0.5 mm were used
for the neutron-scattering measurements to ensure no more
than 10% scattering and minimize multiple-scattering effects.
To obtain the instrument resolution, a QENS measurement
was also carried out on standard vanadium. Standard data
corrections were carried out using the MANTID software [60].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. DLS

The intensity autocorrelation function, g2(τ ), is related to
the first-order autocorrelation function of the electric field,
g1(τ ), by the Siegert relation:

g2(τ ) = C[g1(τ )]
2 + 1, (1)

where C is the spatial coherence factor which depends mainly
on the instrument optics and τ is the correlation decay time.
For a monodisperse vesicle system, an ideal case, g1(τ ) should
decay as a single exponential. However, in a real situation,
there is a polydispersity in the size of the aggregates and for
such system g1(τ ) can be written as

g1(τ ) =
∫ ∞

0
G(�DLS) exp(−�DLSτ )d�DLS,

where G (�DLS) represents the relative weight factor for
relaxation rate �DLS. For narrow polydispersity, the above
expression can be simplified to the well-known cumulant ex-
pansion [61]

g1(τ ) = exp

[
−�DLSτ + μ2τ

2

2

]
, (2)

where first and second cumulant, �DLSand μ2, are the mean
decay constant and variance, respectively. The ratio of the
variance to the square of the mean is a measure of the polydis-
persity in the diffusion coefficient or hydrodynamic size and
represented by the polydispersity index (PI).

Cumulant analysis for a polydisperse system requires that
μ2τ

2 � 1. However, for a system having large PI, at large
τ values, μ2τ

2 becomes comparable to 1, which leads a
deviation from the expected decay of correlation function
especially at large τ values. For such cases, CONTIN [62] anal-
ysis is widely used, which employs inversion of the Laplace
integral equation that provides full distribution in the size.

B. SANS

In SANS, one measures the scattering intensity as a func-
tion of Q, which is related to differential scattering cross
section per unit volume (d�/d�). For a system of monodis-
perse interacting particles in a medium, d�/d� can be
expressed as [63,64](

d�

d�

)
(Q) = nP(Q)S(Q) + B, (3)

where n denotes the number density of particles, P(Q) is
the intraparticle structure factor, and S(Q) is the interparticle
structure factor. B is a constant term representing the incoher-
ent background, which is mainly due to the hydrogen present
in the sample.

The intraparticle structure factor is the square of the form
factor and provides information of the geometrical parameters
such as shape, size, and size distribution, etc. of the scatterers.
For vesicles having inner radius R and thickness dR, the form
factor P(Q) can be expressed as [64]

P(Q) = 16π2(ρc − ρs)2

×
[

(R + dR)3 sin Q(R + dR) − Q(R + dR) cos Q(R + dR)

Q3(R + dR)3

− R3 sin QR − QR cos QR

Q3R3

]2

, (4)

where ρc and ρs are the scattering length densities of the
scatterer and solvent, respectively.

The S(Q), on the other hand, is determined by the inter-
particle correlations and hence provides information about
the interactions present among the scatterers. However, for a
sufficiently dilute system, S(Q) can be approximated to unity.
The measured SANS data have been analyzed by compar-
ing the scattering from different models to the experimental
data. Throughout the data analysis, corrections were made
for instrumental smearing, by smearing the scattered profiles
with the appropriate resolution function, before comparing
with the measured data. The fitted parameters in the analysis
were optimized using a nonlinear least-square fitting program
[64,65].

C. QENS

In a QENS experiment, the scattering signal is measured as
a function of the energy transfer, E , and momentum transfer,
Q. For hydrogenous systems (e.g., membrane), it is safe to
assume that the maximum contribution to the spectra arises
from incoherent scattering. This is due to the fact that hydro-
gen atoms have an overwhelmingly large incoherent scattering
cross section, hence practically subduing the scattering signal
from other atoms in the system. Here our system of interest
is the DHDAB membrane. Hence, to maximize the signal
contribution from the DHDAB bilayer in the aqueous system,
D2O is used as the solvent instead of H2O. Nevertheless,
to estimate the contribution of solvent itself, QENS data
were measured on pure solvent (D2O) as well along with the
aqueous solution of vesicles. The scattered intensity cor-
responding to the DHDAB bilayer can be obtained by
subtracting the contribution of solvent (D2O) from the QENS
spectra of the aqueous solution of vesicles using the following
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equation [21,47]:

Ibl(Q, E ) = Isolution(Q, E ) − φIsolv(Q, E ), (5)

where φ is the volume fraction of D2O in vesicles solution,
Ibl(Q, E ), Isolution(Q, E ), and Isolv(Q, E ) are measured scat-
tering signals corresponding to DHDAB bilayer, solution of
vesicles and solvent, respectively.

The resultant solvent subtracted spectra, Ibl(Q, E ), are used
for data analysis to investigate the diffusion mechanism of
the DHDAB molecules. As mentioned earlier, membranes
exhibit a hierarchy of dynamics in a wide range of time- and
length scales, and the IRIS spectrometer used in this work
probes dynamics ranging from nanoseconds to picoseconds.
In this time regime, DHDAB molecules perform two distinct
motions: (i) lateral motion of the whole molecule within the
leaflet of the bilayer and (ii) localized internal motions of
the molecule [13]. While both these motions are stochastic in
nature and arise due to thermal fluctuations, their relaxation
timescales are well separated [13,20]. This allows us to set up
the model scattering law for membrane dynamics with the as-
sumption that these motions are independent from each other.
The model scattering function of the bilayer is the convolution
of scattering function of lateral and internal motion,

Sbl(Q, E ) = Slat (Q, E ) ⊗ Sint (Q, E ), (6)

where Slat (Q, E ) and Sint (Q, E ) are the scattering functions of
the lateral and internal motions of DHDAB molecules in the
bilayer, respectively.

Lateral motion relates to the movement of the whole sur-
factant molecule along the leaflet of the bilayer. Various
models including flowlike ballistic motion [51], localized dif-
fusion [66], subdiffusion [54], and Fickian diffusion [52] have
been suggested to describe the lateral motion. It has been
shown that Fickian diffusion is valid at least for distances
greater than a molecule diameter [49,52], which is the case
for the length scale accessible by our QENS experiment. The
explicit scattering law for lateral motion considering Fickian
diffusion is given by a single Lorentzian, which is given by
[49,50]

Slat (Q, E ) = Llat (�lat, E ) = 1

π

�lat

(E/h̄)2 + �2
lat

, (7)

where �lat is the half-width at half maximum (HWHM) of
the Lorentzian function corresponding to the lateral motion.
HWHM varies as DlatQ2, where Dlat is the lateral diffusion
constant.

The general scattering law associated with internal motion
of surfactant can be written as

Sint (Q, E ) = A(Q)δ(E ) + (1 − A(Q))Lint (�int, E ). (8)

The first term corresponds to the elastic contribution which
is characterized by the elastic incoherent structure factor
(EISF), A(Q). The second term is the quasielastic contribu-
tion described using a Lorentzian function, Lint (�int, E ) with
HWHM, �int. The geometry and relaxation timescale of the
internal motion can be obtained from the analysis of the EISF
and �int.

Hence, the resultant scattering law for the DHDAB bilayer
can be written as

Sbl(Q, E ) = [A(Q)Llat (�lat, E )

+ (1 − A(Q))Ltot (�lat + �int, E )], (9)

where Llat (�lat, E ) corresponds to the lateral motion and
Ltot (�lat+int, E ) corresponds to the combined lateral and in-
ternal motions in the bilayer. The above scattering laws were
convoluted with the instrumental resolution function, and the
parameters EISF and HWHMs were determined by a least-
squares fit of the measured spectra. The data were fitted using
the program DAVE [67] developed at the NIST Center for
Neutron Research.

D. Models for internal motion

Internal motions in DHDAB are mainly determined by
the molecular structure of the surfactant. Ordering and ar-
rangement of the surfactant molecules in the membrane also
play an important role in the nature of the internal motion.
DHDAB consists of two hexadecyl alkyl chains (C16H33) as
the tails and two methyl units in the head group. Hence,
internal motions consist of two contributions, the dynamics of
methyl units in the head group, and the dynamics of long alkyl
tails. With their associated weight factors, the total scattering
function corresponding to internal motions can be written as

Sint (Q, E ) = phShead(Q, E ) + pt Stail (Q, E ), (10)

where Shead(Q, E ) and Stail (Q, E ) are the scattering functions
corresponding to the head group and alkyl tails, respectively.
In the above equation, ph and pt are the fractions of hydrogen
atoms in head group and alkyl tails, respectively. For the
DHDAB molecule ((C16H33)2N+(CH3)2Br–), ph and pt are
equal to 6/72 and 66/72, respectively. The most probable mo-
tion for methyl units in the head group would be the threefold
rotation and can be written as [68]

Shead(Q, E ) = 1

3
[1 + 2 j0(Qb)]δ(E )

+ 1

π

[
2

3
[1 − j0(Qb)]

3τMG

9 + E2τ 2
MG

]
. (11)

Here, b is the H-H distance (1.8 Å) in the methyl group and
τMG is the mean residence time of a hydrogen atom in methyl
unit in head group. The dynamics of alkyl tails strongly
depends on the phase state of the membrane [31]. Hence,
different models for internal motions for both the ordered and
fluid phases of the membrane will be discussed next.

E. Fractional uniaxial rotational diffusion model

In the coagel phase, DHDAB molecules are well ordered
and alkyl chains are all almost in trans conformation. In this
configuration, the most suitable model for internal motion of
the DHDAB will be an uniaxial rotational diffusion (URD)
model, in which alkyl chains undergo reorientation on a circle
with a radius of gyration a. These reorientations are performed
by jump rotation with N equivalent sites in the circle large
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number N > 6 and Qa � π . The incoherent scattering law is
given by [69]

Suni
tail (Q, E ) = B0(Qa)δ(E ) + 1

π

N−1∑
m=1

Bm(Qa)
τm

1 + E2τ 2
m

(12)

with

Bm(Qa) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

j0

(
2Qa sin

π i

N

)
cos

2πmi

N
.

Here, τ−1
m = 2τ−1

avgsin2( mπ
N ), where τavg is the average time

spent on the site between two successive jumps and j0 is
the Bessel function of zero order. In this case, the rotational
diffusion constant Dr can be written as

Dr = 2

τavg
sin2

(
π

N

)
.

In the coagel phase, all the hydrogen atoms in the alkyl
chain may or may not participate in the internal dynamics.
We choose px as the fraction of mobile hydrogen atoms in
the bilayer undergoing URD, hence the name fractional URD.
Including the dynamics of head group, the resultant scattering
law for internal motion in the ordered phase can be given by

Sordered
int (Q, E ) = Aordered(Q)δ(E )

+ 1

π

[
2ph

3
[1 − j0(Qb)]

3τMG

9 + τ 2
MGE2

+ px pt

N−1∑
m=1

Bm(Qa)
τm

1 + τ 2
mE2

]
, (13)

where Aordered(Q) is the EISF of the coagel phase, which can
be written as

Aordered(Q) = ph

3
[1 + 2 j0(Qb)] + pt (1 − px )

+ pt

[
px

N

N∑
i=1

j0
(

2Qa sin
π i

N

)]
, (14)

In Eq. (14), ph = 6/72 and pt = 66/72. We have taken a
sufficiently large number of jump sites N = 12 while describ-
ing the EISF and HWHM for the ordered phase.

F. Localized translation diffusion model

As the DHDAB bilayer in the fluid phase is composed of
significant disorder, the localized translation diffusion (LTD)
model [56,70] is suitable to describe the internal motions in
this phase. In this model, it is assumed that the hydrogen
atoms in the alkyl chains undergo localized translational dif-
fusion within a sphere. In an alkyl chain, the local degree of
mobility can increase and move from the head group region
to the tail. Therefore, in the LTD model, we consider a linear
distribution of radii and diffusivities, which increase from a
minimum value (Rmin, Dmin) near the head group and reach a
maximum value (Rmax, Dmax) near the tail region. The radius
and diffusivity of the ith particle in the alkyl chain are given
by

Ri = i − 1

M − 1
[Rmax − Rmin] + Rmin

and

Di = i − 1

M − 1
[Dmax − Dmin] + Dmin,

where M = 16 is the total number of CH2 units in the DHDAB
alkyl chain. The scattering law for particles diffusing within a
sphere is given by Volino and Dianoux [71]. The generalized
scattering law for the dynamics of the alkyl chain can be
written as [49,71]

SLTD
tail (Q, E ) = 1

M

M∑
i=1

[
A0

0(QRi )δ(E ) + 1

π

∑
{l,n}�={0,0}

(2l + 1)

× Al
n
(QRi )

(
xl

n

)2
Di/R2

i[(
xl

n

)2
Di/R2

i

]2 + E2

⎤
⎦. (15)

In the above equation, the first term is the elastic compo-

nent A0
0(QRi ) = [ 3 j1(QRi )

QRi
]
2

and the second is the quasielastic

component Al
n(QRi )(n, l �= 0, 0). Values of Al

n for different
values of n and l can be calculated by using the values of xl

n
listed in Volino and Dianoux [71]. Including the head group
dynamics (threefold reorientation), the generalized scattering
law for internal motion of DHDAB in the fluid phase will be

Sfluid
int (Q, E ) = 1

72

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

{
2(1 + 2 j0(Qb)) + 66

M

∑M
i=1

[ 3 j1(QRi )
QRi

]2}
δ(E )

+ 1
π

{
4(1 − j0(Qb)) 3τMG

9+E2τ 2
MG

+ 66
M

∑M
i=1

∑
{l,n}�={0,0} (2l + 1)Al

n(QRi )
(xl

n)
2
Di/R2

i

((xl
n )2Di/R2

i )2+E2

}
⎤
⎥⎥⎦. (16)

The resultant EISF for the fluid phase can be written as

Afluid(Q) = 1

72

[
2[1 + 2 j0(Qb)] + 66

M

M∑
i=1

[
3 j1(QRi )

QRi

]2
]
, (17)

where Ri includes Rmin and Rmax, which are the smallest (near the head group) and largest (end point of the tail or far from the
head group) radii.
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FIG. 2. (a) Intensity autocorrelation functions and (b) size distributions for DHDAB aggregates in D2O at different temperatures.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure of DHDAB aggregates

The structure of the DHDAB aggregates has been inves-
tigated using DLS and SANS. DLS data provide information
about the hydrodynamic size of the whole aggregates, whereas
the SANS data provide information about the structure of the
aggregates. The observed intensity autocorrelation functions
are shown in Fig. 2(a). Cumulant analysis suggests PI∼0.3–
0.4. Hence, CONTIN analysis [62] has been carried out and the
distribution functions in the hydrodynamic size of the aggre-
gates are shown in Fig. 2(b). At 300 K, intensity-weighted
distribution of size shows that the hydrodynamic radius of the
aggregates is ∼400 nm. A small fraction of large aggregates
(∼2600 nm) is also evident. However, as temperature in-
creases, the size-distribution function shifts towards a smaller
value suggesting reduction in the size of the aggregates. At
315 K, a size-distribution centered at ∼300 nm is observed.
At 330 K, a size-distribution function further shifts towards
a lower radius and becomes asymmetric, indicating a notable
increase in the population of smaller-sized aggregates.

Observed SANS data for 70 mM DHDAB aggregates in
D2O at 300, 315, and 330 K are shown in Fig. 3. The scattering

FIG. 3. SANS data for 70 mM DHDAB in D2O at different
temperatures. It is evident that at low Q, data show Q–2 behavior
suggesting lamellar structure. The solid lines are the fits as per the
core-shell model discussed in the text. The data are scaled vertically
by a multiplicative factor, as shown in figure for clarity.

profiles show Q–2 dependence in the low-Q region, which
suggests the formation of the unilamellar vesicles (ULVs).
The large ULVs are observed as a bilayer in the limited Q
range and hence the scattering data are expected to show a
linear behavior with a slope of −2 on a log-log scale, as in
the present case [72]. Moreover, the samples were slightly
turbid, which further indicates the formation of the large ULV.
It may be added that the formation of multilamellar vesicles
has not been considered due to absence of any correlation
peak, arising from the repetition of lamella. The SANS data
do not show any low-Q cutoff, suggesting that the overall size
(R+dR) of the ULVs is much larger than that corresponding
to the Q range of the measurements, as also observed in
DLS. Therefore, the overall size (R+dR) was fixed to a value
> 2π/Qmin throughout the data analysis. The data analysis
carried out using Eqs. (3) and (4) shows a slight decrease in
the bilayer layer thickness from 30 to 27 Å, with increasing
temperature.

B. Phase behavior of DHDAB membrane

Observed DSC thermograms for 70 mM DHDAB vesicles
in heating and cooling cycles are shown in Fig. 4. It is evident
that during the heating cycle, there are two endothermic peaks
at ∼303 and ∼318 K, suggesting DHDAB bilayer undergoes
two first-order phase transitions in the heating cycle. The
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FIG. 4. DSC thermograms for 70 mM DHDAB vesicles in heat-
ing and cooling cycles.
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FIG. 5. (a) FTIR absorbance spectra for 70 mM DHDAB in 1460–1500 cm–1 spectral region in heating and cooling cycles. Black dashed
lines are the guide for the band centers. (b) Temperature-dependent variation of band centers corresponding δCH2 and δasCH3(N+) modes in
heating (blue squares) and cooling (red circles) cycles. Temperature-dependent variations of the HWHM corresponding to both the peaks in
heating (squares) and cooling (circles) cycles are shown in the insets.

transition at 318 K is relatively stronger (56 kJ/mol) than
the transition at 303 K (17.9 kJ/mol). At low temperature,
DHDAB forms a coagel phase like DODAB bilayers [13].
DSC results primarily suggest that the system goes from co-
agel (highly ordered phase) to fluid phase via an intermediate
phase. During cooling, the system shows a large hysteresis as
the ordering transition occurs at relatively a lower tempera-
ture. The reverse transition is observed in the form of three
closely spaced peaks, spanning the temperature range of 300
to 293 K. These three closely spaced peaks in the cooling
cycle might be due to kinetics of the phase transition or het-
erogeneity within the membrane. DSC measurements carried
out in the second heating cycle are consistent with the first
heating, suggesting the system goes back completely into the
coagel phase in the cooling cycle. The DSC results obtained
here are quite different from those on 2 mM [24,73] and 5 mM
[23] DHDAB vesicles, indicating that the phase behavior of
DHDAB membrane strongly depends on the concentration of
the surfactants. At 2 mM, DHDAB vesicles show a main tran-
sition at ∼301 K corresponding to the transition from ordered
to fluid phase [24], while at 5 mM, the main phase transition
remains unchanged and an extra post-transition at ∼315 K
corresponding to the morphological change in the vesicles
was also observed [23]. No such post-transition is observed in
the present study (70 mM). While comparing the main phase
transition temperature (Tm) and associated enthalpy (�H), it
is found that DODAB membrane has relatively higher Tm and
associated �H compared to DHDAB [74]. This is consistent
with the trend observed for natural phospholipid membranes
such as phosphocholine lipid membrane where Tm and as-
sociated �H increase with chain length. For example, for
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC; n = 14) Tm and �H
are found to be 297 K and 25 ± 10 kJ/mol, respectively which

increases to 328 K and 44 ± 7 kJ/mol for 1,2-distearoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC; n = 18) [75].

To examine the nature of these phase transitions, FTIR
measurements were carried out in the spectral range
900–4000 cm–1. With an aim to characterize the evolution
of the hydration and ordering of DHDAB molecules dur-
ing phase transitions, we focus on the prominent vibrational
modes associated with the N(CH3)+2 of the head group and
CH2 of the alkyl tails. The deformation and stretching vibra-
tions corresponding to these groups are mainly observed in the
1460–1500 cm–1 and 2810–2950 cm–1 regions, respectively.
The 1460–1500 cm–1 region contains two absorption bands
centered at ∼1470 and 1489 cm–1. The former is associated
with the δCH2 (scissoring) vibrational mode, which is sensi-
tive to the force between the alkyl tails and hence can be used
to investigate the packing of the hydrophobic tails [15,76].
The second band in this region is related to asymmetric de-
formation vibrations of methyl group attached to N+ atom,
i.e., δasCH3(N+) which is known to be sensitive to the extent
of disorder and the hydration of head groups [15,17,76].The
other region of interest is 2810–2950 cm–1, which contains
two absorption bands centered at ∼2850 and 2917 cm–1

corresponding to νsCH2 (symmetric stretching) and νasCH2

(asymmetric stretching) modes, respectively. These bands are
sensitive towards the conformational order of the alkyl tails
and trans-gauche isomerization of the CH2 group in the alkyl
tail [15,77].

The observed IR absorbance spectra for DHDAB mem-
brane in the 1460–1500 cm–1 spectral region measured at
various temperatures in heating as well as cooling cycles have
been shown in Fig. 5(a). Two distinct absorption bands cor-
responding to δCH2 and δasCH3(N+) are evident. Figure 5(b)
shows the evolutions of band centers and bandwidths [inset of
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FIG. 6. (a) FTIR absorbance spectra for DHDAB in 2810–2950 cm–1 spectral region in heating and cooling cycles. Dashed lines are the
guide for the band centers. (b) Temperature-dependent variation of band centers corresponding νs CH2 and νas CH2 modes in heating (blue
squares) and cooling (red circles) cycles. Temperature-dependent variations of the HWHM corresponding to both the peaks in heating (squares)
and cooling (circles) cycles are shown in the insets.

Fig. 5(b)] with temperature as obtained in both heating and
cooling cycles for δCH2 and δasCH3(N+) modes. It is evident
that at low temperature (297 K), bands corresponding to δCH2

and δasCH3(N+) are relatively sharp and centered at 1470
and 1489 cm–1, respectively. The HWHMs of the associated
peaks are around 2.2 and 2.7 cm–1, respectively. The posi-
tion and sharpness of the peaks corresponding to δCH2 and
δasCH3(N+) suggest that at 297 K DHDAB membrane is in
the coagel phase [15]. In the heating cycle, a sudden decrease
in the peak positions of both modes is observed at ∼318
K, which corresponds to the phase transition temperature as
observed in DSC. The redshift in the δCH2 mode across this
transition suggests a decrease in the packing density, which
can be attributed to an increased disorder in the alkyl tails that
is also evident from the increased HWHM [inset of Fig. 5(b)].
The transition at ∼318 K is also marked by a redshift in
δasCH3(N+) mode and increase in its HWHM, suggesting
this transition is also accompanied by a significant increase
in the hydration and disorder of the head group. This is con-
sistent with the earlier findings that in the crystalline coagel
phase, head groups are well ordered and dehydrated [15]
and, as the system goes to gel/fluid phase, there is a sudden
increase in the hydration and consequently a disorder of the
head groups. During the cooling cycle, it is evident that both
δCH2 and δasCH3(N+) modes show a large hysteresis, and a
discontinuity associated with the ordering transition from the
high-temperature phase is observed at ∼309 K.

The FTIR absorbance spectra of DHDAB in the stretching
region (2810–2950 cm–1) are shown in Fig. 6(a). Two charac-
teristic peaks, corresponding to νs CH2 (symmetric stretching)
and νas CH2 (asymmetric stretching) modes are observed in
this region. The evolution of these band centers and widths

in the heating and cooling cycles are plotted in Fig. 6(b). At
297 K, the band centers of νs CH2 and νas CH2, are observed
at 2850 and 2917 cm–1 and the associated peak widths are
found to be 3.6 and 5.2 cm–1, respectively. A shift in the
peak position of these modes corresponds to changes in the
ratio of trans-gauche isomers and change in the peak width
is associated with changes in the rate of trans-gauche iso-
merisation in the alkyl chain. A gauche defect is defined as
a conformation of the alkyl chain in which the dihedral angle
between a set of four consecutive carbon atoms is either 60° or
300°. The introduction of gauche defects (i.e., conformational
disorder) in the alkyl chains lead to considerable changes in
C-H stretching [78], since these modes are highly sensitive to
the conformation of alkyl chain [79,80]. Stretching frequen-
cies for gauche conformers involve slightly larger energy and
therefore occur at a relatively higher frequency compared to
the trans conformers [77,79]. A small kink in the peak posi-
tions [Fig. 6(b)] and peak widths [inset of Fig. 6(b)] of both
modes are observed at 303 K. These observations indicate that
the first transition observed at 303 K in DSC (heating cycle) is
marked by a small increase in alkyl chain disorder, although
there is no observable change in the packing of alkyl tails or
ordering and hydration state of head group. This transition can
thus be associated with a polymorphic transition (solid-solid)
where, after the transition, DHDAB bilayers are still in an
ordered phase which we refer to from now on as an interme-
diate crystalline (IC) phase. This resembles the pretransition
(gel ripple) observed in phosphocholine membranes [22]. At
318 K, there is a sudden increase in the positions and widths
of the peaks corresponding to νs CH2 and νas CH2. At 318
K, the peak positions for νs CH2 and νas CH2 are observed,
∼2852 and 2924 cm–1 [Fig. 6(b)] and peak widths are 6.0
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and 9.6 cm–1 [inset of Fig. 6(b)], respectively. The blueshift
in the stretching frequencies arises due to a large increase in
gauche defects in the alkyl chain [78]. Further, the increase
in the widths indicates that the chains have also become more
dynamic with increased isomerization rates at the higher tem-
perature, that is verified by the QENS studies, as discussed
in the forthcoming section. These observations suggest that
the transition observed at 318 K is the main phase transition
where DHDAB membrane goes from the ordered IC phase to
the fluid phase. The increase in stretching frequencies across
∼318 K is much larger than that across ∼303 K, suggesting
the main phase transition introduces larger number of gauche
defects and greater disorder in the membrane compared to
the pretransition. In the cooling cycle, the discontinuity in νs

CH2 and νas CH2 modes of DHDAB is observed at ∼309 K
showing a large hysteresis.

The EFWS is an important technique to study the phase
transitions associated with the microscopic dynamics. In an
EFWS, the neutron elastic intensity is measured (at ap-
proximately zero energy transfer as defined by the energy
resolution of the spectrometer) as a function of temperature.
As temperature increases, the dynamics in the system increase
resulting in a loss in the elastic intensity. Any suddent/sharp
change in the elastic intensity reveals a significant change
in the dynamics and is commonly related to changes in
phase. Thus, EFWS provides additional information on phase
behaviour complementary to DSC or FTIR. For example,
transitions observed in DSC data are related with the change
in the enthalpy, making it difficult to ascertain the nature of
transition to be due to the structure or the dynamics of the
system, whereas in EFWS the observed phase transitions are
exclusively associated with the microscopic dynamics of the
system. Hence, in order to obtain further insights into the
DHDAB phase transitions, EFWS measurements were car-
ried out in heating as well as cooling cycles, and observed
data are shown in Fig. 7(a). In the heating cycle, the elastic
intensity falls sharply at 303 and 318 K, which suggests that
these phase transitions are associated with the change in the
microscopic dynamics of the DHDAB bilayer. Below 303 K,
the system is in the coagel phase, which is highly ordered,
and therefore least dynamic. After the pretransition, some
gauche defects get introduced, leading to a notable increase
in the dynamics of DHDAB. This transition is associated
with the polymorphic (solid-solid) transition. Further, after the
main transition, the bilayer goes into the fluid phase, where
DHDAB molecules become significantly mobile with a signif-
icant number of gauche defects. The dynamics of the DHDAB
molecules corroborate well with the ordering and packing,
as observed from FTIR spectroscopy. The large hysteresis
observed in DSC and the behavior of vibrational modes during
temperature cycles are also evident in the elastic intensity
scan. During the cooling cycle, initially the elastic intensity
increases monotonously. At around 297 K, a sharp rise in the
elastic intensity is observed which corresponds to the fluid to
coagel phase transition, which is consistent with the results of
DSC and FTIR spectroscopy.

These results are in sharp contrast with the phase behavior
observed for DODAB, a longer-chain counterpart of DHDAB
[13]. For direct comparison, the Q-averaged EFWS for the
DODAB, as obtained with the same experimental setup, is
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FIG. 7. (a) Q-averaged elastic intensity scans for DHDAB vesi-
cle with temperature in both heating and cooling cycles. For
direct comparison, Q-averaged elastic intensity data for DODAB
membrane are shown in the inset. (b) Variation of mean-square dis-
placement (MSD) as obtained from elastic intensity scan for DHDAB
bilayer in both heating and cooling cycles. Black squares repre-
sent data during heating and red circles correspond to data during
cooling cycle. Error bars throughout the text represent one standard
deviation.

shown in the inset of Fig. 7(a); the data in the inset of
Fig. 7(a) are similar to those reported earlier [13]. In the case
of DODAB, during the heating cycle, no pretransition was ob-
served and the DODAB bilayer directly goes to the fluid phase
from the coagel phase. Also, in the cooling cycle, it goes back
to the coagel phase through an intermediate gel phase. The
formation of intermediate gel phase is due to nonsynchronous
behavior between the head and tail groups which occurs due
to the difference between the interactions experienced be-
tween the head groups and tails among them. The tail groups
experience mainly the hydrophobic interactions, whereas re-
pulsive Coulombic interaction is the major contributor to
the interactions between the head groups. While lowering
the temperature, tail groups order prior to the head groups,
which results in the formation of an intermediate gel phase.
However, in the case of DHDAB, owing to its shorter chain
length, no such nonsynchronous behavior is observed in the
cooling cycle. On the other hand, a polymorphic (solid-solid)
transition from coagel to IC phase is observed for DHDAB
in the heating cycle, which is absent in the DODAB. These
sharply contrasting phase diagrams for DHDAB and DODAB
having only slight difference in molecular structures suggest
the strong susceptibility of membrane phase behavior to the
alkyl chain length. Such large changes in phase behavior are
not observed in more commonly used phospholipids such as
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phosphatidylcholine (e.g., DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC), where
only an increase in the transition temperature is observed with
increasing chain length. It may be noted that the IC phase is
different from the intermediate gel phase. In the IC phase,
molecules are relatively more ordered and densely packed
than those in the intermediate gel phase.

As indicated by FTIR measurements, the phase transitions
(coagel-IC and IC-fluid) are marked by significant changes
in the alkyl chain conformation. Sharp change in confor-
mational entropy is a key indicator in an order-disorder
first-order phase transition. However, the exact calculations
of entropy are difficult due to lack of knowledge of the
complete conformational space, the correlation between the
different motions and the solvent [81]. It is possible how-
ever, to estimate the contribution of conformational entropy
using neutron scattering, calculating the mean-squared dis-
placement (MSD) of the system at different temperatures
[81,82]. The MSDs which quantify the amplitudes of aver-
age fluctuations within DHDAB can be calculated from the
elastic intensity Iel(Q, T ) under the Gaussian approximation
using ln[ Iel (Q,T )

Iel (Q,Tmin ) ] = −〈u2〉Q2

3 . The calculated MSDs in both
heating and cooling cycles are shown in Fig. 7(b), indicating
distinct phase transitions in the heating and cooling cycles,
as observed in the Q-averaged elastic intensity scans. The
change of conformational entropy �Sconf in proteins due to
folding/unfolding or binding of the ligand [81,82] has been
calculated using the MSD estimated from neutron scattering.
In this study, we have adapted this method to estimate the
�Sconf across different phase transitions. The hysteresis in the
phase behavior of DHDAB bilayer enables us to have different
phases at the same temperature. In our calculations, we have
considered the comparison between coagel and fluid phases
at 300 K and comparison between IC and fluid phase at 315
K. In this bilayer system, it is safe to assume that the CH2

group of the alkyl chain is the smallest individual mobile unit,
which explores the conformational space associated with the
dynamics observed within the resolution of the QENS spec-
trometer. The change in the conformational entropy per CH2

unit during the phase transitions from the MSD is calculated
using the given formula [82],

�Sconf = 3R ln

(√
〈u2〉fluid

〈u2〉coagel/IC

)
, (18)

where R is the universal gas constant (8.3144 J K–1 mol–1).
The estimated �Sconf for the coagel-fluid and IC-fluid phase
transitions are found to be 11.9 and 7.6 J K–1 mol–1, re-
spectively. The sharp increase in entropy is an indicator of
increased disorder in the alkyl chain conformations of the
DHDAB molecules.

C. Microscopic dynamics of DHDAB membrane

Elastic intensity scan reveals that phase transitions in
DHDAB membrane are associated with the notable changes
in the microscopic dynamics of the bilayer. QENS measure-
ments were carried out at different temperatures to investigate
the detailed mechanism of microscopic dynamics across the
different phases. Temperatures of the measurements were de-
cided based on the elastic scan results. The measurements
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FIG. 8. Observed QENS spectra for the DHDAB bilayer at Q =
1.22 Å–1 in different phases. The contribution of the solvent (D2O) is
subtracted, and the resultant spectra are peak normalized. Instrument
resolution as measured from standard vanadium is shown by a dashed
line.

were carried out at temperatures of 300 K (coagel), 315
K (IC), and 330 K (fluid) during the heating cycle and at
315 K (fluid) and 300 K (fluid) during the cooling cycle.
The presence of a large hysteresis in the heating and cooling
cycles gives an opportunity to investigate solely the effects
of the phase state of the bilayer on the membrane dynamics.
For example, a comparison of the QENS spectra at 315 K
(heating cycle) and 315 K (cooling cycle) gives information
on the difference in dynamics is between the crystalline and
fluid phases. Figure 8 shows the observed QENS spectra cor-
responding to DHDAB bilayer at different temperatures at a
typical Q value of 1.22 Å–1. The instrumental resolution as
measured using standard a vanadium sample is also shown in
Fig. 8. For direct comparison of the broadening in the QENS
spectra, all the data have been peak normalized. Mobility of
DHDAB molecules is directly related to the quasielastic (QE)
broadening in the QENS spectra. The ordered phase (300
and 315 K during the heating cycle) showed less QE broad-
ening compared to the other phases, suggesting membrane
dynamics is restricted in the ordered phase. As the temper-
ature increases to 330 K, there is a sudden jump in the QE
broadening suggesting a sharp enhancement in the membrane
dynamics across the main phase transition, consistent with
the elastic intensity scan data and DSC measurements. As the
temperature is lowered (in cooling cycle), QENS spectra for
315 and 300 K are much broader than those observed for the
same temperatures in the heating cycle. Moreover, no sudden
decrease in the QE broadening is observed, suggesting that
during the cooling cycle, DHDAB membrane is still in the
fluid phase, up to 300 K. This is consistent with the described
phase behavior of the DHDAB bilayer, which showed a large
hysteresis with fluid to coagel transition occurring at ∼298 K
during the cooling cycle as observed in EFWS measurements.

FTIR measurements indicate the coagel and IC phases
are much more ordered with tightly packed structures, as
compared to the fluid phase. Therefore, the lateral motion of
DHDAB is too slow to be resolved by the QENS spectrometer
used here. This is also supported by the fact that the scattering
law [Eq. (8)] corresponding to internal motion of the DHDAB
could solely describe the observed QENS spectra at 300 K
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FIG. 9. Typical fitted QENS spectra of DHDAB bilayer in the coagel (300 K), IC (315 K), and fluid (330 K) phases at Q = 1.22 Å–1.

(coagel) and 315 K (IC). Typical fitted QENS spectra for the
coagel (300 K) and IC (315 K) phases are shown in Figs. 9(a)
and 9(b). The elastic and quasielastic components associated
with the internal motion are also indicated in the figure. In the
fluid phase, which has a low packing density aided by signif-
icant alkyl chain disorder, both lateral and internal motions
are observed. Hence, the QENS spectra in the fluid phase are
modeled considering a convolution of their respective scatter-
ing functions, as given in Eq. (9). Figure 9(c) shows a typical
QENS spectrum of DHDAB bilayer at 330 K, along with the
respective model fits based on Eq. (9). The Lorentzian com-
ponents corresponding to lateral and (lateral+internal) motion
are also indicated in figure. The detailed analysis describing
the nature and timescale of motions using the obtained pa-
rameters is described below.

D. Ordered phases

The variations of the obtained fit parameters EISF and �int

with respect to Q, characterize the nature of the internal mo-
tion. Figure 10(a) shows the EISF obtained for the coagel and
IC phases from the QENS fitting [Eq. (8)]. It is apparent that at
higher Q, the EISF of these two phases saturate to a constant
value, which indicates the existence of an immobile fraction
in the system. In coagel or IC phase, alkyl chains are highly
ordered and almost in all trans conformation. Therefore, in
both these phases, we found that the fractional URD model is
best suited to describe the internal motions of the alkyl tails.
The EISF for these ordered phases were fit with Eq. (14) to
extract px and a, which represent the mobile fraction and ra-
dius of gyration of the hydrogen atoms performing the URD,
respectively. The radius of gyration, a, is found to be 1.6 ±
0.2 Å in the coagel phase and 1.9 ± 0.3 Å in the IC phase.
The modest increase in a can be ascribed to the mild increase

in the alkyl chain disorder in the system, as observed from
FTIR measurements. On the other hand, it is observed that
the fraction of mobile hydrogen doubles from 20 to 40% as
the bilayer transitions from coagel to IC phase. This is also
evident from the sharp decline in elastic scan at ∼303 K as-
sociated with coagel-IC phase transition. Figure 10(b) shows

FIG. 10. Variations of (a) EISF and (b) HWHM corresponding
to internal motion in different phases. Dashed and solid lines are
the fits corresponding to fractional uniaxial rotational and localized
transitional diffusion models, respectively.
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TABLE I. Dynamical parameters for internal motion as obtained
from the analysis of the QENS data at different temperatures in the
fluid phase of the DHDAB bilayer.

Dint × 10–6 (cm2/s)

Temperature (K) Rmax (Å) Dmin Dmax τMG (ps)

330 3.3 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.2 17.9 ± 1.4 4.1 ± 0.2
315 2.8 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.2 12.6 ± 1.4 4.6 ± 0.2
300 2.7 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 9.8 ± 0.7 4.9 ± 0.3

the plot of �int obtained for coagel and IC phases, along with
the least-square fits calculated based on Eq. (13). The rota-
tional diffusion constant of the DHDAB molecules is found to
3.0(±0.3) × 1010 s–1 and 5.5(±0.5) × 1010 s–1 in the coagel
and IC phases, respectively. This is consistent with the ob-
servations of symmetric/asymmetric stretching bands of CH2

in FTIR which showed the augmentation of rotational motion
of DHDAB molecules across the coagel-IC phase transition.
The mean residence times of threefold reorientation of methyl
units in the head group is found to 6.9 ± 0.3 ps and 6.8 ±
0.2 ps, respectively, substantiating the FTIR observation
that there is no significant change in the head group hy-
dration/dynamics across the polymorphic coagel-IC phase
transition.

E. Fluid phase

Above the main phase transition temperature (∼318 K), the
hydrocarbon tails are more disordered with significant gauche
defects. The increase in disorder and low packing density will
enable the alkyl chains in the fluid phase to perform various
kinds of internal motions like chain reorientations, bending
modes, stretching modes, and so on. A superposition of these
motions could be modeled using a LTD in which the hydrogen
atoms of the CH2 group undergo localized motion within
spherical domains. The EISF of the internal motion for the
fluid phase at 300, 315, and 330 K are shown in Fig. 10(a).
It is apparent from the qualitative nature of the curve that
the geometry of the internal dynamics in the fluid phase is
starkly different from that of the ordered phases. This can be
quantified by using the LTD model described in the analysis
section, where the Q dependence of the EISF, A(Q), is given
by Eq. (17). In this model the hydrogen atoms are diffusing
within spheres of varying radii which increase linearly from
the head group to tail. The least-square fits of this model for
the experimental EISF are shown in Fig. 10(a). The obtained
values of the maximum radius of localization (Rmax) are given
in Table I. It is found that at T = 300 K (fluid) Rmax = 2.7 ±
0.3 Å, which increases with temperature and is found to be 3.3
± 0.4 Å at 330 K (fluid). The HWHM of internal motion, �int

for the fluid phase at three different temperatures is shown
in Fig. 10(b). The saturation of the HWHM at low Q is a
signature of localization of the dynamics. The least-square fits
of �int based on LTD model are also shown in Fig. 10(b), from
which the maximum and minimum diffusivities are extracted
and listed in Table I. It is evident that both the spatial and
temporal aspects of the internal motion are sensitive to the
temperature of the system.

FIG. 11. Variation of HWHM of Lorentzian corresponding to the
lateral motion with Q2 at different temperatures. Solid lines are the
fits based on Fickian diffusion. Arrhenius plot of lateral diffusion
coefficient is shown in the inset. The solid line corresponds to the fit
based on the Arrhenius law.

As mentioned earlier, in the fluid phase, an additional
motion, lateral motion of the DHDAB molecules within the
leaflet, is observed. This motion is of paramount interest due
to its significant role in various physiologically relevant pro-
cesses such as cell signaling, membrane-protein interaction,
permittivity, and endocytosis [25] and plays a vital role in
maintaining the fluidity of the cell membrane. The HWHM
associated with lateral motion, �lat , is shown in Fig. 11 for the
DHDAB bilayer in the fluid phase at 300, 315, and 330 K. The
linear dependence of �lat with respect to Q2 indicates that the
lateral diffusion is Fickian in nature. The lateral diffusivity,
Dlat , is extracted from least-square fits of �lat = DlatQ2.The
theoretical fits are also indicated in Fig. 11 by solid lines. The
lateral motion becomes more than three times faster across
a temperature rise of 330 K. Dlat at 300 K is found to be
0.7 × 10–6(cm2/s) and increases to 2.7 × 10–6 (cm2/s) and
330 K. The temperature sensitivity of the lateral diffusion
can be characterized through the Arrhenius equation for Dlat ,
given by, Dlat = D0

late
−[(EA )/(kBT )], where EA is the activation

energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature
of the system. The Arrhenius fits are shown in the inset of
Fig. 11. The obtained activation energy is found to be ∼37 ±
6 kJ/mol.

To conclude, we make a prudent comparison of the
DHDAB dynamics with its counterparts, namely, DODAB
[13] and 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) [46].
In comparison with DODAB, we aim to bring out the ef-
fects of the alkyl chain length on the dynamics and with
DPPG, the comparison can make out the effects of the head
group. It has to be noted that the phase behaviors of all
these three molecules are starkly different and therefore the
comparison has to be carried between appropriate phases. In
the ordered crystalline phase, at 315 K, dynamics of both
DHDAB and DODAB molecules can be well described with
a fractional uniaxial rotational model. While the fraction of
mobile atoms in DHDAB (40%) is more than two times that
observed in DODAB (15%), the rotational diffusion constants
are quite similar [13], indicating that the shorter chain length
possibly leads to looser chain packing the crystalline phase
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due to weaker hydrophobic interaction. This in turn leads
to an increase in the mobile fraction. In the fluid phase,
the internal motion of DHDAB and DODAB molecules is
quite similar as both the systems follow localized trans-
lational diffusion mechanism with comparable diffusivities.
However, the lateral motion is faster in the case of DHDAB
as compared to DODAB [13,32]. For example at 330 K
(fluid phase), Dlat for DODAB [32] and DHDAB membrane
were found to be 2.2(±0.1) × 10–6 cm2/s and 2.7(±0.1) ×
10–6 cm2/s, respectively. The higher diffusivity in case of
DHDAB membrane can be attributed to two major underly-
ing reasons—more loose packing in DHDAB membrane and
lower size and mass of the DHDAB molecule. Results are also
compared with the anionic DPPG lipid membrane [46], which
has the same tail length as DHDAB but a different head group.
As no crystalline phase is formed in DPPG, we only compare
the dynamical behavior in the fluid phase (at 330 K). It is
found that lateral diffusivity of DHDAB is at least ∼1.5 times
greater than that of DPPG (1.7 × 10–6 cm2/s) [46]. Lateral
diffusion in a bilayer is a complex process depending on
various factors like area per lipid (APL), nature of molecu-
lar interaction, molecular structure, obstructions, etc. [22,83–
85]. Although APL plays a dominant role in controlling the
lateral mobility, using the flexible strings model, recently it
has been shown that entropic repulsive forces between lipids
can also contribute independently to change in lateral motions
of the lipids [57]. Despite having very similar APL (∼67 Å2 at
323 K) [85,86], the observed difference in the lateral dif-
fusivities of DHDAB and DPPG molecules emphasizes the
roles of molecular structure and interaction on the membrane
dynamics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Cationic double-chained surfactants have attracted a great
deal of attention, not only for fundamental understanding of
dynamical and phase behavior of membrane, but also for their
widespread applications such as in the domain of nonviral
gene delivery systems. These systems show a rich phase
behavior, which strongly depends on the concentration of
the surfactants, counterions, pH, etc. Here, we have inves-
tigated the structural, dynamical and phase behavior of 70
mM dihexadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DHDAB), in
the temperature range 290–330 K. SANS, DLS, DSC, FTIR,
and neutron EFWS measurements were carried out. SANS
and DLS measurements suggest that DHDAB aggregates form
large-sized unilamellar vesicles. DSC, FTIR, and EFWS mea-
surements reveal that at low temperatures, DHDAB bilayer
forms the coagel phase. During the heating cycle, two distinct
first-order transitions corresponding to a pretransition (coagel-

IC phase) and a main transition (IC-fluid phase) are observed
at 303 and 318 K, respectively. However, in the cooling cycle,
a large hysteresis is observed and the fluid phase directly
goes back to the coagel phase. This is in sharp contrast with
the phase behavior of 70 mM dioctadecyldimethylammonium
bromide (DODAB) [13], a longer-chain kin of DHDAB. In
the heating cycle, no pretransition is observed and DODAB
membrane directly goes to the fluid phase from the coagel
phase, but in the cooling cycle, it goes back to the coagel phase
via an intermediate gel phase. Occurrence of an intermedi-
ate gel phase is attributed to the nonsynchronous behavior
of charged head group and hydrophobic tails, which arises
due to the differences in the nature of head-head and tail-tail
interactions. However, in the case of DHDAB, owing to its
shorter chain length, no such nonsynchronous behavior is
observed in the cooling cycle, as the head group and tail get
ordered simultaneously in the cooling process. On the other
hand, a polymorphic phase transition (coagel-IC) is observed
for DHDAB in the heating cycle, in which only the tail gets
slightly disordered. FTIR and EFWS measurements clearly
reveal that all the observed transitions are accompanied with
significant changes in the microscopic dynamics of the mem-
brane.

QENS measurements revealed detailed characteristics of
the membrane dynamics. In the coagel and IC phases, only
localized internal motions are observed, which is expected due
to higher ordering of the surfactants molecules. However, in
the fluid phase both long-range lateral motion and localized
internal motions are observed. The nature of the internal mo-
tion is strongly governed by the phase state of the membrane,
showing that it is significantly dependent on both the packing
density and gauche defects. While the loose packing in the
fluid phase can be attributed to the strong enhancement of the
lateral motion, the increased gauche defects and isomerization
rate might be the cause of starkly different models for inter-
nal motion. In view of this, the results from FTIR compare
well with the QENS experimental findings, highlighting an
intricate structure-dynamics relationship in membranes. In a
recent study of lateral diffusion based on the flexible strings
model, it has been noted that the increase in lateral diffusivity
across the phase transition is not only due to the increase
in area per lipid but also due to a change in the entropic
repulsive force between lipids [57]. Our observations about
the change in lateral diffusion and conformational entropy
across the phase transition support the predictions given by the
flexible strings model. Among its counterparts with analogous
alkyl chain (DPPG, etc.), it is found that the lateral motion
of DHDAB in the fluid phase is the fastest. This might be a
helpful characteristic of DHDAB in determining the release
kinetics of the drugs or DNA in biomedical applications.
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